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Abstract

Phytoplankton acclimates to irradiance by regulating the cellular content of light-harvesting com-
plexes, which are nitrogen (N) rich and phosphorus (P) poor. Irradiance is thus hypothesised to
influence the cellular N : P ratio and the N : P defining the threshold between N and P limitation
(the ‘optimal’ N : P). We tested this hypothesis by first addressing the response of the optimal
N : P to irradiance in a controlled experiment with Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Then, we did a
meta-analysis of experimental data on optimal and cellular N : P ratios across light gradients to
test the generality of an N : P to light response within species. In both the experiment and the
meta-analysis, N : P ratios decreased with irradiance, indicating that factors affecting underwater
irradiance, like depth and the composition of the water, may influence the relative N : P require-
ment. The effect of irradiance did not differ between optimal and cellular N : P ratios, but obser-
vations of optimal N : P were on average 2.8 times higher than observations of cellular N : P.
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INTRODUCTION

Since Redfield (1958) published data on plankton and deep
water nitrogen (N) : phosphorus (P) ratios, suggesting a bio-
logical control of the deep ocean stoichiometry, phytoplank-
ton has often been assumed to contain N and P in a molar
ratio of 16 : 1 (the ‘Redfield N : P’). This ratio is widely used
as a reference to differentiate between N and P limitation of
phytoplankton production (Geider & La Roche 2002; Ptacnik
et al. 2010) and is thought to set an upper limit to the dis-
solved N : P in the deep ocean (Falkowski 1997).
Although the distributions of phytoplankton (or actually, ses-

ton) N : P average close to 16 : 1 across large regions of the
ocean (Copin-Montegut & Copin-Montegut 1983), there is sub-
stantial variation in N : P both among marine and freshwater
ecosystems (Sterner et al. 2008; Martiny et al. 2013). Apart from
the variation caused by contributions from non-algal particles in
the seston (Frigstad et al. 2011), the bulk N : P is influenced by
community composition (Weber & Deutsch 2010; Martiny et al.
2013) because different lineages show distinct stoichiometric sig-
natures (Quigg et al. 2003). Ambient nutrient concentrations
also drive variation in N : P. Such effects may be seen in natural
communities (Galbraith & Martiny 2015), but are typically much
stronger if nutrients are manipulated in phytoplankton cultures.
Experiments have shown that at low growth rates, the cellular
N : P can match the supply N : P over a wide range of dissolved
N : P ratios due to excess or ‘luxury’ uptake of the nonlimiting
nutrient (Rhee 1978). At higher growth rates, the cellular N : P
converges (Goldman et al. 1979; Elrifi & Turpin 1985), eventu-
ally reaching the species’ ‘optimal’ N : P under exponential
growth (Klausmeier et al. 2004; Hillebrand et al. 2013).
A less explored source of variation in N : P ratios is physi-

cal factors like light and temperature. When actively growing,

phytoplankton assimilate N and P in a ratio that depends on
the relative demand for these elements in the biochemical
machinery that drives cellular processes like light harvesting
and protein synthesis (Geider & La Roche 2002; Sterner &
Elser 2002). As physical factors influence these processes,
phytoplankton populations acclimating to different levels of,
for example, irradiance or temperature might experience dif-
ferent requirements for N relative to P.
Gradients in irradiance can be strong both within (e.g. due

to vertical mixing) and between (e.g. related to varying con-
centrations of dissolved organic matter in lakes, or distance
from the coast in the ocean) aquatic ecosystems. Variation in
irradiance leads to photoacclimation, which can affect the
allocation of resources within the cell (Falkowski & LaRoche
1991; Leonardos & Geider 2004). Generally, photoacclimation
is manifested as increased or decreased intracellular concentra-
tions of light-harvesting components, either to increase growth
rate at low light or to avoid photo-oxidative stress at high
light (Falkowski & LaRoche 1991). A common acclimation
response in eukaryotic algae, for example, is to adjust the
number of photosystem II chlorophyll light-harvesting com-
plexes (Falkowski & LaRoche 1991; Kirk 2011). Comparing
high- and low-light-acclimated chlorophytes, one might find a
2- to 20-fold difference in the concentration of these com-
plexes (Sukenik et al. 1990; Tanaka & Melis 1997). Other
phytoplankton groups, like cyano- and cryptophytes, may
acclimate by adjusting the cellular content of light-harvesting
phycobiliproteins (MacIntyre et al. 2002). Light-harvesting
complexes are rich in N because the pigments are bound to
proteins (which contain ~ 17% N by weight; Sterner & Elser
2002). As these light-harvesting proteins generally constitute
a large but variable fraction of total cellular protein
(likely between 18 and 50%; Geider & La Roche 2002),
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photoacclimation may induce significant variability in N : P
requirement.
Based on these observations, one may hypothesise that the

N : P requirement should correlate negatively with irradiance
due to elevated allocation to N-rich light-harvesting compo-
nents under low light (Geider & La Roche 2002; Leonardos &
Geider 2004). When testing this hypothesis, one would ideally
address the ‘optimal’ N : P ratio – the N : P reflecting the
cell’s actual physiological requirements at a given growth rate
without the confounding effects of luxury uptake and storage.
There are, however, some conceptual ambiguities on the inter-
pretation of ‘optimal’ in a physiological context. Originally,
the term optimal (or actually, ‘optimum’) N : P was defined
as the cellular N : P at the threshold between N- and P-lim-
ited growth. In the context of the Droop model [which relates
the nutrient-limited growth rate to the intracellular concentra-
tion (quota) of the limiting nutrient; Droop 1973], the opti-
mum N : P can be calculated as the ratio of the subsistence
quotas of N and P, assuming that the theoretical maximum
growth rates for N- and P-limited growth are equal (Rhee &
Gotham 1980). If these differ, then the optimum N : P is
expected to deviate from the ratio of subsistence quotas when
growth rate increases. The term ‘critical’ N : P is often used
when referring to the optimum N : P at any given growth rate
(Terry et al. 1985). Others, however, have used the term opti-
mum N : P also in this context (Elrifi & Turpin 1985). In the
remainder of this paper, we will for simplicity denote both
these threshold-type N : P ratios as ‘optimal’ N : P ratios
[(N : P)opt] to distinguish them from cellular N : P ratios
[(N : P)cell]. Unfortunately, few studies have tested how the
(N : P)opt responds to irradiance (but see Wynne & Rhee
1986; Leonardos & Geider 2004, 2005), likely because estimat-
ing the (N : P)opt requires growing phytoplankton at a range
of dissolved N : P ratios where each nutrient, in turn, is limit-
ing. To address the irradiance effect on N : P requirement,
one could also measure the (N : P)cell over a gradient in irra-
diance (as in Finkel et al. 2006), but one might expect a signal
from irradiance on the (N : P)cell to be harder to detect due
to confounding effects of stored nutrients. Preferentially, the
(N : P)cell should be addressed under exponential growth,
where (N : P)cell is thought to be similar to the actual require-
ment ratio, that is the (N : P)opt (Klausmeier et al. 2004;
Bonachela et al. 2013).
In this study, we use a two-way approach to test the

hypothesis that the N : P stoichiometry of phytoplankton
relates negatively to irradiance. First, we carry out a con-
trolled experiment with a green alga (Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii P.A. Dangeard), examining the effect of irradiance on
the (N : P)opt under steady-state growth. Next, we carry out a
meta-analysis of published experimental data on (N : P)opt
and (N : P)cell measured across irradiance gradients, to assess
the generality of an N : P to light response within species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental design and implementation

We used white 96-well microplates (lClear bottom, Greiner
bio-one, Kremsm€unster, Austria) as basic units in the

experiment. This allowed us to run a factorial design crossing
six levels of irradiance with 16 supply N : P ratios, resulting
in 96 combinations of irradiance and N : P per microplate
(Fig. 1a). Three replicates were run in parallel.
A pilot experiment showed that the specific growth rate for

C. reinhardtii was light limited below ~ 50 lmol photons
m�2 s�1, hence we chose an irradiance gradient with six
equally spaced steps ranging from 10 to 60 lmol photons
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Figure 1 Experimental design. (a) Layout of the 96-well microplate. Two

and two columns received the same irradiance (lmol photons m�2 s�1).

Within each irradiance level, each of the 16 wells received one of 16

different growth media in a gradient of increasing supply N : P ratios

(represented by circles of increasing size). (b) lmolar concentrations of P

(black dots) and N (white dots) in the 16 different supply N : P ratios,

which are shown in (c). (d) Predicted development of steady-state biomass

as a function of supply N : P ratio. Biomass (chla concentration) is

expected to increase with N : P in the N-limited part of the gradient,

reach a peak at the optimal N : P and then decrease as P becomes

limiting. Any effect of irradiance on the relative requirement for N and P

would shift the peak’s position along the x-axis. We hypothesise that the

peak should shift to a higher N : P as irradiance decrease.
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m�2 s�1 (Fig. 1a). The irradiance gradient was generated
using a custom-made incubator with 96 white light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) fitted to the geometry of a 96-well microplate.
The LEDs were individually controlled with an Arduino
microcontroller, using calibration factors determined with a
miniaturised spherical irradiance sensor (Walz GmbH, Effel-
trich, Germany). When calculating the intensity to programme
each LED, we used a set of linear equations incorporating the
translucency of the well material and the number of neigh-
bouring LEDs. That way, we were able to correct for cross-
contamination of light between wells. Unfortunately, data
from the lowest irradiance level had to be omitted because
population growth was too slow relative to the dilution rate
(described below).
To obtain a gradient in supply N : P ratios, we first pre-

pared two different stock media A and B. Both media were
based on the same natural lake water, which had background
concentrations of dissolved inorganic N of 15 lM and dis-
solved inorganic P below the detection limit (< 0.03 lM P).
To medium A, we added 60 lM N (as NaNO3), yielding N
and P concentrations of 75 lM and 0.0 lM respectively. To
medium B, we added 5 lM P (as K2HPO4), yielding P and N
concentrations of 5.0 lM and 15 lM respectively. We added
a standard trace metal and vitamin mix according to the WC
medium of Guillard & Lorenzen (1972) to ensure that these
elements were nonlimiting. The 16 supply N : P ratios were
made by mixing an increasing fraction of medium A with a
decreasing fraction of medium B (Fig. 1b) in 100 mL glass
bottles. The resulting N : P gradient (atomic) was centred
around the Redfield N : P (16 : 1 by moles) and spanned
from 4 to 181 (Table S1, Fig. 1c). All media were titrated to
pH = 7.0 using CO2-enriched water before sterile filtration
(0.2 lm pore size) and storage at 4 °C.
The concentrations of the limiting nutrient along the gradi-

ent had to be carefully considered to avoid self-shading and
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) limitation. Despite a large
surface to volume ratio in these shallow wells and thus likely
a good exchange with atmosphere, DIC limitation could in
principle still occur because bubbling with air was not feasible
with the well-plate setup. To minimise the risk of DIC limita-
tion, we used a medium based on natural high-alkalinity lake
water (alkalinity = 2.05 mEq L�1, pH = 8.4). The carbonate
fraction of DIC increases rapidly as pH exceeds 9 (Stumm &
Morgan 1996), at which point DIC limitation becomes likely
because no alga can utilise carbonate for C fixation (Maberly
& Spence 1983). Using the AquaEnv package (Hofmann et al.
2010) in R (R Development Core Team 2013), we calculated
that 0.58 mM DIC needed to be taken up by the algae for
pH to increase from 7 to 9. Assuming Redfield proportions, a
consumption of 0.58 mM DIC would require 5.5 lM of P or
87.5 lM N. Hence, to avoid DIC limitation, the concentra-
tions of P and N (when limiting) were held below these levels
(Table S1). As an additional test of DIC limitation, we carried
out a batch culture experiment assessing the biomass develop-
ment over a nutrient gradient. The results indicated that DIC
would not be limiting under the experimental conditions
applied in the main experiment (see Appendix S1).
At the start of the experiment each well was filled with

320 lL of medium and inoculated with 2 lL (~1000 cells) of

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (strain CC-1690 21 gr mt+) stock
culture. The stock culture was grown under 50 lmol photons
m�2 s�1 in the same medium as used in the well plates, but with
N and P concentrations of 100 and 5 lM respectively. Trans-
parent sealing tape (BarSeal, Thermo scientific Nunc, Waltham,
MA, USA) was used to reduce evaporation, but to allow trans-
mission of CO2. Temperature was kept stable at 19 °C (in a
climate room) and we applied a 12/12-h light/dark cycle. The
cultures were grown semi-continuously with a dilution rate (D)
of 0.25 d�1, which was achieved by replacing 50% of the well
volume with fresh medium every second day using a multichan-
nel pipette. This regime assured that all experimental units
ended up at the same (quasi) steady-state growth rate. We
ended the experiment when all units had reached steady state.

Response variables

To determine when the cultures reached steady state, we mea-
sured the chla in vivo fluorescence (IVF; excitation at 460 nm,
emission at 680 nm, BioTek synergy MX plate reader,
Winooski, VT, USA) prior to every dilution. At day 26, all
units had reached steady state and the cultures were harvested
for sampling. As a proxy for steady-state biomass we used
extracted chla concentration ([chla]; lg L�1). Although the
ratio of chla to carbon (C) or biomass varies with irradiance,
it should not pose a problem for the estimation of (N : P)opt
(see next section). We measured [chla] by freeze-drying the
whole well plate for 24 h to remove water and improve extrac-
tion yield (Hagerthey et al. 2006). Subsequently, we added
96% ethanol to the wells, and extracted the pigments for 20 h
in the dark at 4 °C. The [chla] in each well was measured fluo-
rometrically (excitation at 430 nm, emission at 675 nm) using
the aforementioned plate reader. Method testing has shown
that this method yields concentrations that are well correlated
with traditional chla measurements on filter-collected cells
(data not shown), but with the advantage of requiring only
small sample volumes. We also measured the absorbance spec-
tra of the extracts from 400 to 700 nm (1 nm resolution).
To assess photoacclimation, we calculated the ratio of [chla]

to growth medium N concentration in the N-limited part of
the N : P gradient (chlaN; lg chla (lg N)�1 for supply
N : P < 30) at each irradiance level. This parameter should
reflect the amount of chla per cell assuming that the cell num-
ber is proportional to the concentration of the limiting nutri-
ent. Further, we utilised the absorbance spectra to estimate
the ratio between total chlorophylls (chl = the sum of chla,
chlb, pheophytin a and pheophytin b) and total carotenoids
(car = the sum of b carotene, neoxanthin, lutein, zeaxanthin,
antheraxanthin and violaxanthin) by spectral deconvolution
(K€upper et al. 2007; Thrane et al. 2015). To ensure that our
experimental irradiance levels were actually spanning the
light-limited part of C. reinhardtii’s growth curve, we calcu-
lated exponential growth rates for each treatment using the
IVF data from the initial days of the experiment. These were
modelled as a function of irradiance (E) to estimate the onset
of light saturation (Ek). As the experiment was run semi-con-
tinuously with dilution every second day, we calculated speci-
fic growth rate (l, day�1) between each dilution event as
l = log(IVFt/IVFt-2)/2, where IVFt-2 is the IVF at the
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beginning of the 2-day growth interval and IVFt is the IVF at
the end of the growth interval. The mean of l’s from day 2 to
4 and day 4 to 6 (when growth was exponential) were fitted to
the function l(E) = lm(1 � exp[-(E-E0)/(Ek-E0)]) (Peterson
et al. 1987), and the parameters (lm, the light saturated
growth rate; Ek, the onset of light saturation and E0, the com-
pensation irradiance) for each supply N : P estimated with a
nonlinear mixed-effect model (Pinheiro & Bates 2000).

Assessment of the optimal N : P ratio

The design of the experimental N : P gradient (Fig. 1b,c) pre-
dicts that the steady-state biomass should increase with supply
N : P ratio when N is limiting, reach a peak at the (N : P)opt
– where N and P are co-limiting – and decrease with supply
N : P as P becomes limiting (Fig. 1d). Our data suggested
that the flanks of the relationship between biomass and supply
N : P were close to linear when plotting log(N : P) on the x-
axis (see Results). Hence, we used piecewise regression, which
estimates the slopes of the two linear relationships and the
breakpoint between them to estimate the (N : P)opt. Under a
null hypothesis of no effect of irradiance on (N : P)opt, the
breakpoint will occur at the same supply N : P ratio for all
irradiance levels. Alternatively, the breakpoint could shift to a
higher N : P as irradiance decreases (Fig. 1d, dashed lines).
We tested this hypothesis by fitting a piecewise regression (us-
ing the R-package SiZer; Sonderegger et al. 2009) to each of
the irradiance-specific relationships between steady-state [chla]
and log(N : P). The breakpoint estimates [i.e. the (N : P)opt
estimates] from these regressions were then modelled as a sim-
ple linear function of irradiance. We estimated the uncertainty
in the breakpoints by bootstrapping the original data (sam-
pling with replacement from the three replicates at each sup-
ply N : P), fitting piecewise regressions to the bootstrapped
data set, and regressing the bootstrapped breakpoints against
irradiance. The 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the distribution of
regression slopes was used as a confidence interval for the
effect of irradiance on (N : P)opt.

Meta-analysis of the effect of irradiance on N : P within species

We identified relevant studies by searching ISI Web of Science
for various combinations of keywords like nitrogen, phospho-
rus, elemental composition, optimum and critical nitrogen to
phosphorus ratio, in combination with light or irradiance and
phytoplankton or algae. Studies were included if they contained
observations of (N : P)cell (or cellular N and P from which the
ratio could be calculated) measured during exponential growth,
or optimal or critical N : P [both denoted as (N : P)opt in our
analysis] measured at two or more irradiance levels in single-
species experiments. The compiled data set (Table S2) contained
116 observations of N : P measured over an irradiance gradient
(median irradiance levels = 5) from 22 unique combinations of
study (n = 11), species/strain (n = 20; 4 freshwater, 16 marine,
covering 7 taxonomic classes) and experimental condition (one
species was measured at three temperatures).
To assess the general effect of irradiance on N : P within

species, we analysed the whole data set using a linear mixed-
effect model. Such a model is appropriate for meta-analysis of

data sets containing variance at the level of experimental unit
nested within the full data set, and an uneven number of
observations per experimental unit (Pinheiro & Bates 2000;
Yvon-Durocher et al. 2015). Essentially, we fitted log(N : P)
as a linear function of log(irradiance), but treated each of the
N : P vs. irradiance relationships as a random sample from a
larger ‘population’ of relationships. In the mixed model, infer-
ence is made about the larger population (i.e. the fixed effects;
the average slope and intercept), but each unit is allowed to
deviate randomly from the population averages by random
effects. We also included an additive effect of ‘ratio type’ [Rt,
a factor variable with two levels: (N : P)cell and (N : P)opt] to
quantify differences between observations of cellular and opti-
mal N : P ratios. As we mainly were interested in the effect of
irradiance (E) within species (i.e. the acclimation response), we
subtracted the mean log(E) in each experimental unit j from
each of the i log(E) values in unit j, creating a centred log-
transformed irradiance variable Ecij ¼ 1ogðEijÞ � logðEjÞ (Van
de Pol & Wright 2009). Apart from removing between-unit
variation, centring also serves to reduce the correlation
between slopes and intercepts (Pinheiro & Bates 2000). The
mixed-effect model may then be written as:

log(N : P)ij ¼ ðb0 þ u0jÞ þ ðb1 �RtÞ þ ðb2 þ u2jÞEcij þ eij

where log(N : P)ij is the logarithm of the N : P ratio at Ec
value i in experimental unit j, Rt a fixed factor variable taking
the value 0 for (N : P)cell and 1 for (N : P)opt, Ec the centred
log-transformed irradiance and eij the residual error term. The
parameters are modelled as mixed effects where the b’s repre-
sent the fixed effects [the average parameter estimates in the
whole population of log(N : P) vs. Ec relationships], and u0i
and u2i the random effects (deviations from the fixed intercept
and slope, respectively, in each unit j). Due to the centring,
the fixed intercept (b0) represents the average log(N : P) at
mean log irradiance (Ec = 0) for observations of (N : P)cell.
For observations of (N : P)opt, average log(N : P) at mean
log irradiance is (b0 + b1).
To determine the best mixed-effect model structure, we fol-

lowed Zuur et al. (2009, p. 127–129). We first fitted a model
with only fixed effects of Ec, Rt and an interaction (not shown
in the above equation) between the two. Then, we tested this
model against one with a random intercept, and one with both
random intercept and slope. After finding the best random
structure, we excluded fixed terms until all were significant at
significance level a = 0.05. Comparison of models were done
using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and likelihood ratio
(LR) tests on models fitted with restricted maximum likelihood
(REML) for comparison of random effects, and maximum
likelihood for comparison of fixed effects (Zuur et al. 2009, p.
121–122). The best model was refitted using REML. Finally,
we assessed the model for homogeneity of variance, normality
of residuals and normality of random effects.

RESULTS

Experimental results

For all irradiance levels, steady-state [chla] followed a piece-
wise linear relationship with log supply N : P ratio (Fig. 2).
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The estimates of (N : P)opt (the breakpoints estimated by
piecewise regression) decreased linearly with irradiance
(Fig. 3) and values were as follows: 36.6 [irradiance
(E) = 20 lmol m�2 s�1], 34.9 (E = 30), 33.9 (E = 40), 33.1
(E = 50) and 31.3 (E = 60). The slope of the linear relation-
ship between (N : P)opt and irradiance (Fig. 3) was �0.135
and significantly different from zero (95% bootstrap interval:
[�0.27, �0.016]).
The other response variables showed distinct relationships

with irradiance (Fig. 4). Specific growth rate (l) increased
asymptotically with irradiance (Fig. 4a), with an onset of light
saturation (Ek) of 31.2 � 1.13 lmol m�2 s�1 (� SE). ChlaN
decreased linearly with irradiance (Fig. 4b), while the ratio of
car:chl (w/w) increased monotonously from 0.21 at the lowest
to 0.30 at the highest irradiance (Fig. 4c).

Results from the meta-analysis of the effect of irradiance on N : P

within species

The best mixed-effect model (Table 1) revealed a significant
negative effect of Ec on log(N : P) within species (p < 0.01,
Fig. 5). The slope for this relationship was �0.11 (the fixed
effect of Ec), indicating that a doubling of irradiance would
lead to ~7% (1–2�0.11) decrease in N : P, on average. There
was considerable variation between experimental units in the
effect of irradiance on N : P, as apparent from the large stan-
dard deviation of the random slope effect (0.17) which
amounted to 155% of the fixed slope estimate (Table 1). In
total, however, 18 of the 22 experimental units had negative
slopes (shown in Fig. S1). Observations of (N : P)cell and
(N : P)opt were highly different (p < 0.0001), with optimal
N : P ratios being on average 2.8 times higher than cellular
N : P ratios (Table 1, Fig. 5). At mean experimental irradi-
ance (Ec = 0), the average observation of (N : P)cell was 11.9
(95% CI: [9.7, 14.8]), while it was 33.4 (95% CI: [25.4, 44.1])
for (N : P)opt (Table 1). There was no interaction between Ec
and Rt (p = 0.75, LR test), hence the response of N : P to
irradiance was similar for observations of both ratio types.

DISCUSSION

The (N : P)opt decreased with increasing irradiance in C. rein-
hardtii, supporting the hypothesis of an increased N require-
ment relative to P when acclimating to low-light conditions.
We are confident that the change in (N : P)opt truly reflects a
light acclimation response because the cells were given long
time to acclimate (> 3 weeks), and because the response of
chlaN (Fig. 4b) and the car:chl ratio (Fig. 4c) to irradiance
showed that the cells adjusted their pigment content as
expected under different degrees of light limitation (MacIntyre
et al. 2002). As chla is associated with proteins in light-har-
vesting complexes, the higher chlaN at low light is consistent
with increased (N : P)opt at low light, although this should be
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verified by analysing cellular protein and RNA content (which
we were not able to do because of small sample volumes).
Further, the estimate of Ek fell in the middle of our experi-
mental irradiance gradient, showing that we captured both the
light-limited range and the onset of light saturation for this
species.
Growth rate may influence the requirement for P relative to

N (cf. the growth rate hypothesis; Sterner & Elser 2002), and
there are studies indicating that the (N : P)opt varies uni-
modally with growth rate in algae (Terry et al. 1985; Agren

2004). We did, however, account for this potential confound-
ing factor by applying a single fixed dilution rate for all exper-
imental units. This caused all irradiance treatments to
converge at the same (quasi) steady-state growth rate after an
initial period of exponential growth, minimising the influence
of growth rate on the (N : P)opt.
So how universal is an N : P to light response? Our meta-

analysis revealed that for the whole ‘population’ of 22 differ-
ent N : P vs. irradiance data sets, the average response was
negative. Hence, the average species had a higher N : P ratio
when acclimated to low (in a relative sense) irradiance, a trend
that held true for both for cellular and optimal N : P ratios.
One might therefore expect factors affecting the irradiance
experienced by a phytoplankton community, like vertical mix-
ing and the composition of the water with regard to other
light-absorbing components, to affect the relative N : P
requirement. This could also influence coexistence between
species if light-related changes in the optimal N : P cause spe-
cies to be limited by different nutrients (Wynne & Rhee 1986).
Although significant, the size of the irradiance effect esti-

mated from the mixed-effect model appeared relatively modest
(an average 7% decrease per doubling of experimental irradi-
ance). Is this effect biologically relevant? Compared to the
effect of temperature on N : P, which recently was quantified
based on both experimental and natural community data
(Yvon-Durocher et al. 2015), the light effect might seem
small: with temperature, cellular N : P increased at rates of
0.02 °C�1 in nutrient replete cultures and 0.032 °C�1 in natu-
ral samples from the global ocean, leading to a 1.5-fold (over
a 20 °C temperature range) and 2.6-fold (over a 30 °C tem-
perature range) change in N : P respectively. On the other
hand, irradiance gradients experienced by algae are often
strong; one could easily have a 100-fold difference in irradi-
ance between the upper and lower part of a mixed layer (e.g.
1000 lmol m�2 s�1 at the surface and 10 or less at depths). A
100-fold difference in irradiance would imply a factor 1.67
higher N : P at depth compared to the surface applying our
estimated fixed irradiance effect (1/100�0.11), hinting that ver-
tical irradiance gradients indeed could have relevance for N
vs. P requirement in natural systems.
While increasing the intracellular concentration of light-har-

vesting pigments and associated proteins at low light is such a
widespread response in algae (Falkowski et al. 1985; Geider
1987; Tanaka & Melis 1997), it is perhaps unexpected that the
slope of the relationship between N : P and irradiance varied
so much between experimental units (cf. Fig. S1). Especially
when considering that every gram of chla typically is associ-
ated with about 5.6 g of protein (Geider & La Roche 2002),
equivalent to 0.95 g N (g chla)�1 if assuming 0.17 g N (g pro-
tein)�1. The random slope effects from the mixed model
accounts for factors not specifically included in the model,
and hence the varying response could be related both to dif-
ferences in experimental conditions between studies and evolu-
tionary or physiological differences between species.
Regarding the latter, phytoplankton species may vary in their
ability to adjust the cellular content of light-harvesting com-
ponents in response to irradiance (Geider 1987; Rodr�ıguez
et al. 2006). For example, species adapted to fluctuating light
environments seem to have narrower ranges of chla:C
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compared to species adapted to more stable light environ-
ments (Talmy et al. 2013), which would lead to less variation
in N demand (and hence N : P) when acclimating to different
irradiances. In a marine diatom, Li et al. (2015) observed that
an increased N requirement for light-harvesting machinery at
low light was offset by a lesser N requirement for Rubisco,
leading to a small net change in N : P. Such re-distribution of
N between biochemical pools might explain some of the varia-
tion in the response of N : P to irradiance between species,
since the relationship between Rubisco content and irradiance
also differs between species (Talmy et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015;
Vandenhecke et al. 2015). That the studies included in the
meta-analysis differed in their experimental irradiance values
also adds to the variation in N : P response. The physiologi-
cal response of an alga acclimating to a gradient spanning

from 20 to 100 lmol photons m�2 s�1 would likely differ
from an alga acclimating to a gradient spanning from 50 to
500. When acclimating to low irradiance (relative to the spe-
cies’ Ek), cells typically produce more light-harvesting machin-
ery to increase light absorption and maintain high growth
rate (Falkowski & LaRoche 1991). At irradiances above Ek,
however, allocation to light harvesting is expected to go down
while photoprotective mechanisms gradually become more
important. Processes such as the repair of photosystem II pro-
teins, for example the D1 protein (Demmig-Adams & Adams
1992), could impose significant costs in terms of N when irra-
diance is high (Li et al. 2015; Talmy et al. 2013) and might
explain why the N : P did not decrease with irradiance for all
species (Fig. S1). Finally, while the N : P ratio also depends
on the specific P content, a concerted increase in both N and
P at low irradiance will cause no change in N : P. Increased
cellular content of P have been observed at low light in some
species (Rhee & Gotham 1981; Floder et al. 2006).
The relationship between N : P and irradiance was not sig-

nificantly different between observations of (N : P)cell and
(N : P)opt. Interestingly, however, optimal N : P ratios were
2.8 times higher than cellular N : P ratios on average [mean
(N : P)opt = 33.4, mean (N : P)cell = 11.9]. The cellular N : P
ratios included in the meta-analysis were measured under
exponential (nutrient replete) growth, where phytoplankton
often is assumed to take up nutrients in an optimal ratio
(Klausmeier et al. 2004). Therefore, the large difference was
quite unexpected. The lower cellular N : P ratios, however,
might be related to the generally higher capacity for excess
uptake and storage of P compared to N (Rhee & Gotham
1980; Elrifi & Turpin 1985). It could also result from differ-
ences in uptake rates during exponential growth, if uptake of
P exceeds optimal requirements, but whether this is common
in algae is poorly understood (Klausmeier et al. 2004). Note
also that the optimal N : P ratios included here are signifi-
cantly higher than the Redfield N : P of 16, suggesting that
the representation of N : P ratios and requirements is far
from trivial, and that the threshold between N and P limita-
tion in many cases might be way above Redfield N : P (see
also Leonardos & Geider 2004).
The general negative effect of irradiance on N : P indicates

that phenomena affecting light attenuation such as increasing
loads of terrestrially derived organic carbon (‘browning’) in
boreal lakes (Monteith et al. 2007; Larsen et al. 2011) could
raise the autotroph demand for N relative to P and hence the

Table 1 Results from the best mixed-effect model describing the effect of irradiance (log-transformed and centred; Ec) on log(N : P) within species

Coefficient Est [95% CI] p N : P at Ec = 0 Sd RE [95% CI]

Intercept (b0) 2.48 [2.27, 2.7] < 0.0001 exp(b0) = 11.9 0.39 [0.28, 0.54]

Rt [(N : P)opt] (b1) 1.03 [0.67, 1.39] < 0.0001 exp(b0 + b1) = 33.4 0.39 [0.28, 0.54]

Ec (b2) �0.11 [�0.2, �0.03] 0.0087 – 0.17 [0.11, 0.26]

Residual standard error: 0.265. The coefficient b2 represents the fixed effect of Ec on log(N : P). While ratio type (Rt) is included as a fixed factor with

levels (N : P)cell and (N : P)opt, the intercept (b0) represents the average log(N : P) at mean irradiance (Ec = 0) across species for observations of (N : P)cell.

The coefficient b1 represents the additive effect of (N : P)opt compared to (N : P)cell. Transforming to linear scale, exp(b0) and exp(b0 + b1) represents

average N : P for cellular and optimal N : P ratios, respectively, at mean irradiance. The last column shows the standard deviations of the random effects

(RE), which indicate the magnitudes of deviations from the fixed effects in the different experimental units. The best model included REs for both the inter-

cept and the slope.
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Figure 5 The relationship between log-transformed N : P ratio and

centred log-transformed irradiance (Ec) within species. Black dots

represent observations of optimal N : P [(N : P)opt], grey dots

observations of cellular N : P [(N : P)cell]. Regression lines are drawn

using the estimated fixed effects (Table 1). For both ratio types, log

(N : P) decreased significantly with Ec (p < 0.01). Observations of

(N : P)opt, however, were higher on average than values of (N : P)cell, as

shown by the significantly higher intercept of the regression line for

(N : P)opt (black line) compared to (N : P)cell (grey line). Note that the

N : P values have been centred by subtracting from each value the

deviation in the given experimental unit from the average intercept, that

is the random intercept (u0j) estimated by the mixed model. This was

done for visualisation only. Figure S1 shows the response in each

experimental unit without this centring.
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likelihood of N limitation. However, the considerable varia-
tion in N : P response between species and the relatively mod-
est average effect of 7% change per doubling of irradiance
suggests that factors like increasing in N deposition (Pe~nuelas
et al. 2013) may have a stronger impact on N vs. P limitation
of the phytoplankton community (driving systems towards P
limitation; Elser et al. 2009; Pe~nuelas et al. 2013) than
changes in light climate as a response to, for example, brown-
ing. However, as vertical gradients in irradiance are strong, it
is likely that irradiance would influence the N : P requirement
of species residing at different depths, possibly also affecting
coexistence between species (Rhee & Gotham 1980; Wynne &
Rhee 1986).
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